Subscribe to FANGORIA, get free issues and win a guitar!
Written by Bekah McKendry
Monday, 09 January 2012 17:38

This afternoon, a beautiful Damien 6-FR black guitar arrived at the Hollywood FANGORIA
office from Schecter Guitars. I’m currently defending the ax from six staff writers who want to
play with it, and I gotta get it outta here quick. So, while wielding a knife at anyone who wants
to just “ya know, play a little Slayer while screening movies,” I decided to give the guitar away
to one lucky subscriber. And just because it’s been an awesome day and I’m feeling
super-generous, I’m sweetening the pot by giving new subscribers two free issues!

So, how do you partake in all these sweet offers? For the next two weeks, anyone to
subscribes to FANGORIA and places the line “I want to win a guitar!” in the “Special
Instructions” portion of the payment form will not only get two free issues, they will also be
automatically entered to win the guitar. One winner will be selected at random on January 25,
when the contest officially ends.

What are you waiting for? Two free issues of America’s fave horror magazine and a chance to
win a hot guitar are just a few clicks away. Hurry, before the writers decide to start playing a li’l
Skynyrd!
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To enter: Purchase any subscription to the mag from the FANGORIA website here . In the
“Special Instructions” section of the purchasing form, type “I want to win a guitar! That’s it. Your
mags (issues #309 and #310) will be shipped ASAP, and you will be automatically entered to
win this sweet guitar! Both full and half-year subscriptions are eligible. Contest ends on January
25. Good luck! For more info about the Schecter guitar we’re giving away, click
here
.
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